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Here it is, the winter edition of the
newsletter brought to you by plenty of
soggy, wet windy weather and sloppy mud.
Just in the nick of time before all of the
spring flowers have sprouted.
And Stretch…..the focus of this newsletter.
The big debate. Is stretching good for us
runners? And if so, how. Emma asked
TACHERs what they thought. I attempt to
gauge the professional opinion (from a
wealth of different animals).
Simon and Cathy have given us two different
perspectives on the recent Rok the Stones
Trail Marathon event in Stanton Drew.
Cathy, as an iron age warrior and Simon from
the ‘Thunderbirds are Go’ event control
panel.

Helen King, the Club Captain explains the TACH
championship scoring system and, although it’s
early days, gives us an update on who’s in the
running for the championship awards.
We also flash back to the TACH awards to
acknowledge people who have made an extra
special effort in the last year to make TACH
what it is.
Lastly, Antony gives details about the exciting
new event - the Butcombe Trail Ultramarathon
which TACH is planning for September. Although
the event is for those who have run a recent
marathon anyone can take part in the upcoming
recce events.

Rok the Stones Trail Marathon
Rok the Stones 2016 place took place in Stanton Drew on Sat-30-Jan, with TACH members Liz Noakes
and Cathy Fagg once again winning their categories and Tash Breen coming second in category.
Remarkably, this was Helen’s first ‘official’ marathon (listed with TRA & 100 Marathon Club). Ivan,
who was on his fourth marathon, tried desperately to keep up with Liz, but was left for dead at
about mile 22. Many thanks to Bubbles, also running her 1st marathon, who acted as Last Runner
and would have finished an hour earlier if she hadn’t been helping the slower runners.
Overall
Position

Race Time

Gender

Category

Club

Category
Position

7

04:50:13

Henry Orna

Male

Senior (18 to 39)

TACH

3

10

04:53:19

Luke Taylor

Male

Vet 50 (50 to 59)

TACH

3

15

05:01:51

Liz Noakes

Female

Vet 50 (50 to 59)

TACH

1

21

05:21:15

Ivan Batchelor

Male

Senior (18 to 39)

TACH

6

25

05:26:19

Jonathan Gledson

Male

Vet 40 (40 to 49)

TACH

10

29

05:35:36

Natasha Breen

Female

Vet 40 (40 to 49)

TACH

2

44

05:52:29

Sam Edwards

Male

Vet 50 (50 to 59)

TACH

8

48

06:01:03

Catherine Fagg

Female

Vet 60 (60 to 69)

TACH

1

55

06:09:37

Graham Bazley

Male

Vet 50 (50 to 59)

TACH

11

56

06:09:37

Helen King

Female

Vet 40 (40 to 49)

TACH

4

73

06:49:46

Bubbles Young

Female

Senior (18 to 39)

TACH

5

Name

Graham, Helen and Cathy near Publow Church

Sam and Henry on the Folly Farm ridge high above Chew Valley Lake

Topping-up the TACH tan: (Jo-Johnson Taylor), Ivan, Liz, Sam, unidentified leg, Judith & Shadow,
Graham & Helen

Definitely not cider! Helen and Cathy and Luke, with Ivan, Sam and Andy scoffing post-race chilli

Jonathan, Bruce and Bubbles (Last Runner), with Matt helping out with marshalling at the Stone
Circle
TACH won the team prize (much to the annoyance of third-placed Southville RC), with last-minute
entrant Henry Orna along with Luke Taylor and Liz Noakes having the fastest cumulative times.

A much-needed tray of cider for Liz, Helen, Luke and Tash

Team
Position

Club

Cumulative Time

1

TACH

14:45:23

2

Bristol & West AC

14:48:48

3

Southville Running Club

15:37:50

4

Portishead Running Club

16:33:01

5

Somer AC

17:03:16

6

100 Marathon Club

21:48:42

7

Littledown Harriers

22:06:48

8

Chippenham Harriers

22:07:20

The SuperTACH relay team, consisting of Andy Fagg, Bruce Martin and guest runner from FAC-Off,
Sara Marshall were up against stiff opposition, including Chew Valley Anaesthetic Doctors who broke
Claire Prosser’s course record of 03:58:23, (although it take 3 of them to do it).
Relay
Position

Race Time

Race Number

1

03:47:00

120 / 121 / 122

Chew Valley Anaesthetic Doctors

2

04:12:18

111 / 112 / 113

Mixed-up Mutts

3

04:23:37

126 / 127 / 128

Bristol & West Ladies

4

05:00:46

123 / 124 / 125

Rock Chicks

5

05:01:26

136 / 137 / 138

Somewhere over the Rainbow

6

05:03:44

130 / 131 / 132

SuperTACH

7

05:59:18

133 / 134 / 135

Three Times a Lady

8

06:49:38

114 / 115 / 116

Gnome Mercy

9

07:14:47

117 / 118 / 119

Chubbfish

Team Name

Some cheeky goats, Simon, Tim Warren (Leader of BaNES Council), Andrew Hillman (PPSCT Chair)
and Sara

Luke and Tim Haysom (running for Portishead RC) plus unattached runner Nate Tyndale

Q&A with Rok the Stones Race Director, Simon Whittle

A rare stress-free moment for Simon, plus race briefing for wave 1
RRN:

Why did you create the marathon?

SMW: When Judith (Chubb-Whittle) was working up to her 100 marathons, there were very few
events early in the year and they often involved a long drive, so we decided to create our
own event. A winter event has the advantage that most of the livestock is indoors, although
it does clash with the tail end of the shooting season, so for 2017, we’ve moved the date.
The event also allows us to raise money for our local charity, the Pensford, Publow and the
Stantons Community Trust (www.ppsct.org.uk), of which Judith is a trustee.
RRN:

How did you decide on the three loop format and why so much food?

SMW: The weather is very unpredictable, so we decided that people would appreciate being able
to come back to the hall for a hot drink and a snack before venturing out again, and also to
enjoy a hot meal at the end. It also simplifies the first aid logistics and means that runners
who DNF don’t need transporting back to the hall. In her own words, Kitchen-Meister Karen,
“never knowingly under-caters”. The three bean chilli is becoming the stuff of legend and
the ladies of Stanton Drew always provide a fabulous array of baked goods.
RRN:

Why do you have two starts (08:30 and 09:30)?

SMW: The main reason is spread the load on the Village Hall and the kitchen, although it also
means that the prize-winners don’t have to wait around for so long.
RRN:

How did you devise the route?

SMW: The route combines three of our favourite local routes: around Stanton Drew Stone Circle,
under Pensford viaduct, then along the River Chew to Compton Dando and back through
Lord’s Wood; the stiff climb past the Toll House up to Maes Knoll and back via “Chew Valley
International Airport” and a final loop which includes Folly Farm nature reserve, which has
some great running and a fantastic viewpoint. It’s a really nice place, great for kids, and Avon
Wildlife Trust always welcome visitors.
RRN:

How did you go about organising the marathon?

SMW: Prior to Rok the Stones 2015, our experience was limited to a 2 mile village fun run, so we
just tried to organise the type of race that we’d like to enter. We drew inspiration from
multiple sources including the VOTWO 3-day coastal challenges, Broadmeadow events, the
LDWA marathons and of course the TACH races. We pulled together a team of enthusiastic
locals, all of them non-runners, plus our old friend Richard Maddock from Somer AC, who
acts as referee. As with TACH races, the key thing is delegation, with Charles responsible for
walking the route and updating the descriptions, Phil for co-ordinating the marshals and
Karen managing the kitchen. Despite lots of pre-planning, the last couple of days are always
incredibly hectic and, after clearing up on the Sunday (collecting the matting from Folly Farm
during storm was particularly ‘enjoyable’, we’re exhausted for a week. We work hard to
encourage people who can’t run to apply for refunds, as this allows us to maximise the
number of runners and helps boost the donation to PPSCT. In 2016, we had zero no-shows
on the day, which is quite remarkable.
RRN:

What’s next?

SMW: Rok the Stones 2017 on 04-Feb (entries will open in early September). I’m not sure we can
cope with organising two events in the same year, but are very much looking forward to
helping with TACH’s Butcombe Trail Ultra in September. Then again, we do have a couple of
ideas…

Rok the Stones
through Cathy Fagg’s
eyes.
If an Iron Age warrior stood on
the southern edge of Maes Knoll
Fort the land would fall steeply
away from her, it’s steep grassy slopes
rising clear of the surrounding forest. On
the still air the warrior would hear the clink
and thud of miners hacking stone for iron
ore in the valley below, and she would
smell the woodsmoke of their cooking
fires.
On such a bright winter’s morning she could look across
the valley to the Mendips, and between her and the
Mendips, down below, lies the narrow fertile plain of the
River Chew. There’d be clearings in the riverside forest,
settlements with wisps of rising smoke, where cattle graze,
puddling the rich loamy soil as they lower their heads to
drink from the river. The largest clearing, where the valley
widens and the meandering paths converge, holds stone
circles and avenues. Sacred land.

5,000 years later I stand at the same spot, a
marathon runner drawing breath.

On the bright still air I can hear the hum of planes coming
into land at Bristol airport to the west. The mines and mills
are quiet now, their buildings redundant or converted to
luxury homes. Small woods and brakes are all that’s left of
the forest, and the land, once worked by serfs, has been

enclosed by hedges with
occasional trees which stand
stark and leafless. This
winter’s morning the colours
are bright,
the rain-soaked grass deep
green against a sharp blue sky;
the sky reflected in the deeper
blue of the lake.
As I run on the land tips me
away from the fort, down
through maize stubble.
Another runner hurtles past
and behind me a woman
squeals as she slips in the
steep mud. I pause briefly to
chat with the volunteers at the
aid station in Norton
Malreward before descending
further to run alongside the
river where cattle still graze at
the water’s edge, puddling the
clay. For many people this is a
landscape of leisure, fishing is
for pleasure, distant gunshot
and the whir of pheasants is
all that’s left of the hunt.

I run back to the stones.
Some still stand, others
lie, all stark and massive,
rough hewn and pagan,
in the lee of the grey stone
church. Sacred land. No-one
knows their meaning now.

Maybe, in another 5,000 years, in a post-carbon age,
people will study the remains of planes or run through the
ruins of the churchyard and search for meaning. I will be as
forgotten as the warriors, the serfs and the miners that
have trod this land.
To run a landscape is to be intimate with it. On long
descents I feel the density of the earth thud through my
tired quads, my feet and calves strain with every foot of
ascent and the ligaments of my knees and ankles brace
against the sliding mud. The soil enters my pores and fills
my fingernails. Over the 27 miles of the race and all the
training miles, l have felt the wind, the rain and
occasionally the sun on my face. I’ve seen hawks here and
deer on the run. I’ve slithered through mud and waded
streams. I’ve grabbed trees and ploughed through leaf
mulch. I’ve cheered friends and they’ve cheered me.
Back at the village hall, I am part of a community that has
come together for one day, a hundred runners and
countless helpers, to celebrate these hills and valleys. The
local people have baked cakes for us and poured mugs of
tea. We love it here. It’s sacred land.

And stretch ?

To stretch or not to stretch – runners certainly have their views. The debate over stretching seems
ongoing, and TACH members shared their thoughts with Rough Running News during Autumn 2015.

An online survey was used to capture the thoughts of TACH runners about stretching. The headline
questions gave an indication of when and how often folk stretch. The pie charts illustrate that a
majority of respondents do stretch at least some of the time. The majority of those who do stretch,
do so after exercise. Only a small minority do not stretch at all.

When exercising, about how often do you
stretch?
All the
time
None of
the time
Most of
the time

Some of
the time

About
half the
time

If you stretch, when do you actually do it?
N/A or
don't
stretch

Before
exercise

After
exercise

Good to stretch before running.

In terms of my experience I know that if I

Not sure about after.

don't stretch, I suffer. That's all there
is to it. So why don't I do it more?
I am not sure either way. Used to be a routine
stretcher but stopped and it didn't

Possibly stops calf pain...not
sure but

seem to make much difference either way.

it seems to help

Loosens me up a

Your views about whether

bit so that first mile
is more pleasant.

Stretching is important or not….
Stretching and good
form make running
easier and more
enjoyable
Important to
prevent shortening
of muscles
and injury
but I don't
Reduce the risk of

enjoy it

injury and promote
recovery.

I don't think stretching is universally beneficial.
Before exercising, if the body is cold or stiff, it
must be done mindfully to help warm up and
release muscles that are in tension. During
exercise it can be done to relieve muscles that
have rightened up along the way. After running, it
can help reduce occurrence of DOMS. It must
always be done mindfully to avoid injury!

Tight muscles lead to injury, stretching
really helps. It also feels (mostly) so
good, when I find the right stretch I can
feel the benefit right there and then.

dynamic stretches when your muscles are warm = good.
static stretching when cold very bad.

…what else?

A number of survey respondents explored how they stretch when not running. Some explained they
did more formal stretching practice on the direction of their physio, whereas others did yoga or
pilates classes. Some stretched when they felt they needed to, for instance when their muscles felt
tight or very stiff from having previously ‘overdone it’. Some of our respondents liked to stretch in
different environments such as in the bath, when moving from a chair or even when brushing their
teeth.
Some respondents do complimentary activities to support their running. A fair number cross-train
and others use sports massage. Of the TACHers surveyed, it is clear they like to keep in shape. The
jury was however clearly out about whether stretching helped people’s wider wellbeing, with a fair
majority answering maybe or no.

Do you participate in any of the
following activities to complement
running?
Cross
training
(e.g.
swimming)

No

Yes

Yoga
Pilates

Sports
Massage

Do you believe stretching is important
for your wellbeing?

Maybe

Thinking optimistically, who would you
think would lead the best stretching
session after a TACH run?
Paula
Radcliffe
The
Pope

Whilst TACHers are serious on the trail, we also
like to see the lighter side of things. When the
survey asked respondents who they would like to
see leading a stretching session popular
celebrities, and even the Pope came out as most
favourable. Clearly a TACH trip to the Vatican with
Paula Radcliffe leading a stretching session is an
option.

Jo Pavey

Eddie
Izzard
Ron Hill

Lizzie
Hawker

In the meantime we’ll make do on these chilly
winter evening with runs from our favoured pubs
in the town and countryside around and about
Bristol! Or maybe even a stretch in those more
unusual places.

I only signed up for a
short run…..!

Are you sure the
What’
green man
goes this
way….?

I’m stiff as a statue

By Emma Bagley

All pictures sourced from RGBStock (free images)

Stretch..

It’s good for you
Following Emma’s article above I did a bit of googling to try and find out the
facts. Is there any consensus from scientists, sports therapists .. on whether
stretching is beneficial? Is it beneficial before and/or after running and what
kind of stretching should be used?
Beneficial before or/and after running?
Do you remember at school doing stretching before games lessons and
athletics? static (as apposed to dynamic stretching) It seems that up until
about 10 years ago this was the general consensus.
The idea was this helped to loosen up the muscles and tendons and prepare
the body for what was to come, improving performance, speeding up
recovery time and lessening the chance of injury. Then people started
questioning this.
Several pieces of research have turned this idea on its head suggesting that
static stretching before exercise can even be detrimental and reduce muscle
power.

From reading the couple of articles that I did
online (far from being a comprehensive
literature research) it seemed that although, as
always, the research is patchy and inconclusive
the general concensus is this:

Pre-exercise
 Pre-exercise static stretching has been shown in some research
to have a detrimental effect on power and thus performance.
However, the effect is minimal and short lasting (10-15 mins) and
you are unlikely to notice unless you are a high level athlete.
 Pre- exercise static stretching is more important where you need
flexibility e.g. martial arts or gymnastics. Static stretching is good
in a more general sense for improving flexibility and your ability
to have a full range of motion about your joints.
 It is the warm up and the use of a dynamic (active) stretching which is
tailored towards your sport that prepares you for the high load muscle
activity of what you are about to do.
 Doing static stretching before exercise won’t do any harm
provided that your muscles are warm, as cold muscles are more
likely to tear.
 The ideal pre-exercise stretching program includes a general
warm up e.g for running, a light 5 minute jog until you can feel
some warmth in those muscles groups you are going to use. Then,
you can perform some slow sustained static stretches ideally
holding stretches for 20 to 30 seconds. You then move on to
doing dynamic stretching exercises which should prime you for
the type of activity you are about to do. For example, if your
chosen activity requires sudden bursts of power, such
as jumping or sudden acceleration then you need to build this
into your warm up.

 ‘For a runner, this might involve stretching the hamstring and
quadriceps muscles, by, for example, standing balanced (with
upper body support) and swinging the leg forwards and
backwards, gradually increasing range and speed, but always
staying balanced and always staying in control.’ OR high knee lifts
i.e. stepping forwards and lifting the knee high each time (pulling
your knee into your stomach for the last bit).

This gets ‘the musculoskeletal system ready to accept force, and
activates the muscle throughout the range it will experience during
the run.’

Post exercise stretching
 THIS is the ideal time to do the static stretching. To restore muscles to a
good length and it may also reduce the symptoms of delayed onset
muscular soreness i.e. DOMS (the pain that hits you a couple of days
after unaccustomed exercise).
 Allow 5-10 minutes, focus on the key muscles you have used e.g. quads
and hamstrings. Try to stretch each muscle 2 or 3 times and hold for 2030secs. No bounce style stretches.

The evidence for both dynamic and static stretches to reduce the
incidence of injury is 'inconclusive.'

How long should I warm up/stretch
for before exercise?
Sport physio Adam Meakins (see The Sports
Physio website) suggests a warm up and
stretch should be either 25% or 50% of your
total planned activity time warming up,
based on whether your activity or sport is high or low intensity in nature. He
also gives following advice:
‘For example, if a low intensity jog for 30 minutes is planned, I suggest a warm
up lasting for 25% of the time, so about 7 minutes. However, if you have a 30
minute high intensity, multiple direction session planned, I recommend you
increase the warm up time to about 50%, so approximately 15 minutes in
total.’
‘Now I know this may seem like a long time, but I think its worth it, and I do
cap the maximum time for any warm up to about 15-20 minutes, as even the
longest sporting events such as marathons don't need anymore than that!’

All the above was based on 3 articles (see below*)

Which exercises should I do?

rather than a three dimensional one
I’m not expert but…you could try this
e.g. sitting, running, driving, cycling.
dynamic warm up video on runners world
This in turn can cause secondary issues
website.
to develop such as joint pain and
http://www.runnersworld.com/startdiscomfort or nerve issues e.g. neck,
running/should-i-stretch-before-or-after-myshoulders and spine.
runs
If you only use a small range of your
muscle length range, your muscle will
adapt over time and shorten to that
length under premise of “use it or lose
it” that your body naturally attunes
itself.

What about yoga isn’t
that good for you?

Similarly your joints like to be moved
through full range in all possible
directions as this promotes their health
also and keeps them lubricated. Just
like oiling a hinge.

From a personal point of view, and
with my physiotherapy hat on, I feel
Vigorous exercise encourages the
that yoga is a good all-rounder – it
shortening and tightening of your
muscles. Therefore, stretching makes does so many things in one go. It
works on strength and flexibility
sense in terms of trying to return
particularly of those muscles that get
muscle length back to normal.
neglected such as core and shoulder
General postural habits can also cause rotator cuff muscles and those in
between your shoulder blades.
some muscles to become elongated
and weak and others to become tight.
Think of how much time you spend in
the same position during the day or
how much of our lives are spent
moving in a two dimension plane

My physiotherapist has given me
certain stretches to do.

You may have been given specific stretches to do by your physiotherapist
which could be for a number of reasons. For example;
 Helping a muscle heal whilst new muscle tissue is forming,
 Returning a calf muscle to its former length after a sprained ankle
where you have not been able to bend the ankle properly for a while.
 Where there is an imbalance of muscle length around a joint or in
your spine pulling bones in that joint out of optimum alignment e.g.
TFL band down coming down the outside of your thigh and inserting
into your knee or tight hip flexors at front of hip tilting your whole
pelvic girdle forwards and down.

The Green Man
Award
Winner
Race Director
requires so much
commitment.

More than his fair
share of illness
and injuries, but
he's always
cheerful, always
practical.
He works
tirelessly behind
the scenes and on
the day etc to
ensure the races
are a success (and
no one gets lost!).

Amazing effort on
all TACH races and
for organising and
driving all on
Butcombe Trail.

Matt milkins (on left)
Ace race director who has done so much to
promote our club through our races.

For all his great
efforts in organising
the races.
Brilliant
contribution to the
club

Runner Up = Simon Whittle
Other Nominees (in alphabetical order)
Lucien Campbell-Kemp -I'd be in trouble without
him
Cathy Fagg - A friendly face, always a smile.
Helen King
Claire Scaife -An unsung heroine of TACH

For all his amazing support on long runs
(e.g. Green Goddess).

Sheep-Dogger of
the Year Award
Winner
Very close runner
up: Chris Smart

Antony Clark
Slightly more Mother Hen than Shepherd,
but very valued by new runners.

Great Sheepdogger as always!

Always running back, counting people and
making sure everyone is on.

I think he should keep the crook.

For always being there for me.

Still looking after those at the back and
making sure the team stays together.
Very efficient sheepdog who ever so nicely
nips at your heels.

Runner Up: Lucien Campbell-Kemp (on right)
Other Nominees
 Joe Hussey
 Helen King - I'm very slow but
every run I've done Helen has
either followed me or come back!
 Tim - Not sure of his surname,
runs most Thursday's (usually
quickly)

TACH Championship: What’s New in 2016?
From TACH club captain
As a club, HMRC now requires us to keep a record of our
members’ participation in club-related activities. We need to
demonstrate that at least 50% of the membership
participate at least 12 times per year. So you may have
noticed that we’ve started taking a register at all Thursday
night runs.

Helen King

Since we’re noting names anyway, I thought it would sense
to link this directly to the club Championship to save people
having to find and edit the spreadsheet for themselves (and,
hence, to increase participation in the Championship).

Other new stuff:


TACH Championship blog: for the latest news (including the LeaderBoard), a list of
past winners, the points system and a form for entering your race participation –
http://tachchampionship.wordpress.com



Monthly spot prizes: members who join mid-year don’t have much incentive to
participate in the Championship. Now there’s an opportunity to win a prize just for
participating! Once a month a name will be drawn at random from all those who
accrued points during that month. The winner for January was David Crossland.



Permanent mementoes for overall 1st, 2nd and 3rd place at the end of the year. The
winner will receive the trophy to keep for a year. The top three will receive
something to keep (e.g. a medal – to be decided!).



A new, simplified points system. Everyone is keen to wear club kit / leisure wear
anyway, so don’t need additional incentive via points. So we’ve simplified the system
as follows:
o 2 = Run in an official Park Run*
o 5 = Attend a Thursday night training run
o 5 = Run in a race (5 points per day for a multi-day event e.g. mountain
marathon)
o 10 = Lead a Thursday night training run (long or short)
o 10 = Run in a Championship race
o 10 = Help course set a TACH race
o 10 = Help out during a TACH race (e.g. marshaling, finish line, results)**
* The TACH Championship is about participation, not distance (5km can be a
marathon effort for someone coming back from injury or just getting into running)
and Park Runs also offer a good opportunity to do a timed event for those on lower

incomes or with very busy lives! However, because the organisers don’t class them as
races and given that they occur every week, then they are worth only 2 Championship
points each.
** Yes, that does mean you could earn 20 points for helping to course set AND
helping during the race!
If you’ve got any queries please do chat to me on a Thursday night (I’m the one in the TACH
bobble hat!) or email me: tachchampionship@gmail.com
Happy running!
Helen King (Club Captain)

Championship LeaderBoard: January 2016
Well done everybody for all your running, racing and race-assisting efforts in January, what a great
start to the year! Here are your points for January (if your name’s not on the list then you haven’t
got any points). If you think the number of points you’ve gained is wrong, please do let me know –
I’m not infalliable (nor is our data collection system)! Just email me at
tachchampionship@gmail.com

60 = Cathy Fagg
50 = Andy Fagg & Graham Bazley
45 = Helen King, Jonathan Gledson & Natasha Breen
35 = Bruce Martin, Bubbles Young, Ian Ruck & Ivan Batchelor
30 = Matt Milkins, Pete Brown, Sam Edwards, Sue Low & Tilly Shaw
25 = Antony Clark, Chris Smart, Judith Chubb-Whittle, Sam Milkins &
Simon Whittle
20 = Andy Grant, Barbara Hunter, Cindy Crossland, Jack Harvey, Joe
Hussey, Liz Noakes, Lucien Campbell-Kemp, Luke Taylor, Mark Vogan,
Tim Johnson & Tim Seal
15 = Jayne King, Justin Marshall, Matt Molton, Paul Everall & Ruth
Pitchers
12 = Geoff Thomson, Tom Hunt & Emma Bagley
10 = Carolyn Dent, Dave Bignell, David Crossland, David Giles, Ellinor
Bordeaux, Emma Postlethwaite, Henry Orna, Laura Heape, Mark
Aston, Matt Maine, Rod Sterland, Sara Vogan, Tim Haysom
5 = Adrian Hodson, Chris Bloor, Evan Griffiths, Jonathan Riley, Nicky
Hedges, Patrick Winstone, Rachael Foyle, Ross Parker, Vikki Carter

Events to look forward to…

12/13 September 2015
The Butcombe Trail is a 47 mile off-road trail that takes in half a dozen Butcombe pubs in the
Mendips. TACH will be organising an ultramarathon along the trail on 3rd September 2016 and this is
a report of a weekend a few of us spent recceing the trail to get to know it better back in September
last year.
It was a cold wet Saturday morning when I turned up at the campsite at Longbottom Farm which is
pretty much slap bang in the middle of the trail. We’d be running 21 miles taking us as far as Priddy
on Saturday and covering the rest of the trail, a further 26 miles, on Sunday. Matt was goin to
support us in a minibus and was already there waiting to ferry us to the start, having camped at
Longbottom the night before with Sam and two of their kids.
Leg 1 –Swan, Rowberrow to the Ring O Bells, Compton Martin (8.8mi)
Seven of us started the run and we were soon climbing to the Iron Age fort at Dolebury Warren
where we split into two groups: Clare, Liz, Emma P, Rachel and me in the first group and Graham and
Sam following at a slightly slower pace. We carried on up to a muddy Black Down and ran to the two
masts which mark the Eastern edge of the open land, bypassing the path to the Beacon Batch trig
point. Some more trail and a short couple of road sections later and we were taking the steep
descent through the woods to Compton Martin and the Ring O Bells where Matt was waiting with
minibus and food. Sam and Graham pulled out there: Sam because she was new to running and it
was the furthest she’d ever run, and Graham because he was still feeling the effect of having done a
hard 55 mile race the weekend before.
Leg 2 – Ring O Bells, Compton
Martin to the Ring O Bells,
Hinton Blewitt (4.1mi)
It’s quite a short leg between the
two Ring O Bells pubs and passed
through the small village of West
Harptree on the way. The standout feature was a good view of
Chew Valley Lake once we’d
climbed the steep hill to Prospect
Stile shortly before Hinton

At prospect stile before heading
down to Hinton Blewett

Blewitt. Emma P caught the minibus from there but the rest of us carried on, turning sharp right and
heading South West to Priddy.

Leg 3 – Ring O Bells, Hinton Blewitt to the Queen Victoria, Priddy (8.9mi)
The final leg of Saturday was the longest of the day and took us along the worst part of the entire
route: a nasty kilometre along a fast B road without any verge or pavement to keep us safe from the
traffic. It was pretty unpleasant and we’ll have to find an alternative route avoiding this section for
the ultramarathon itself. There
were a couple of confusing turns
as well but we’ll be remarking
parts of the course over the
coming months during some long
weekend runs which you’ll be
welcome to join us for (involving
pub lunches no doubt). The pub
at Priddy was a very welcome
sight as was a refreshing pint of
cider which was enjoyed as we
waited for Matt to arrive to drive
us back to the campsite.
I think I’d made a bit of a
spectacle of myself at this pub
back in March when I did a solo preliminary recce of the course. It was the first pub that I’d found
open during the run and, as I was unsupported, my water bladder was nearly empty by then.
Anyway, I burst into the pub all sweaty and muddy and ordered two pints of water and a pot of tea.
I had to get an extra three sachets of sugar from the barmaid for the second cup from the pot,
having had the two sugars that came with the pot in the first cup.

Matt took us back to our rather basic campsite and, after a cold water flannel wash, we were off to
the Swan at Rowberrow for some warmth and a lovely meal. Refreshed, we returned to the
campsite where an open fire was lit and we were joined by Tilly and James for a relaxing evening. I
couldn’t be arsed putting up my tent so slept in my car instead.
Leg 4 – Queen Victoria, Priddy to The Lamb, Axbridge (7.8mi)

Helen joined us for day two and we didn’t have Rachel who was moving house that weekend and
had to return home. Priddy marks the southernmost part of the route and we set off North Westish on the next leg towards Axbridge. The trail along here was very different to the previous day’s
running. Much more open fields, big sky and fewer woodlands to run through and a surprise short
rain shower. It was all very jolly although we were soon down to four as we said goodbye to Liz and
Emma at Bradley Cross just East of Cheddar. They ran back to the campsite from there as they had
things to do that afternoon other than run.
There’s another nasty section of road without pavement as you come in to Cheddar which took a
few minutes to get across but we’ll be able to detour round this on ultramarathon day. Just after
turning off the main road in the town we were harangued by an elderly chap who was vocal in his
belief that running on the pavement was against the law in Cheddar. Unfortunately, a few hundred
yards further on I realised that I’d led the group down the wrong side road so it was made even
worse by us having to run past him again from the other direction.
Out of Cheddar and we were on to the Strawberry Line, a disused railway converted into a longdistance cyclepath. This gave some of the group the opportunity to increase the pace and we spread
out a bit along the trail. A mile or so later we were at the pub where Matt was there to resupply us,

take photos, and offer words of encouragement. Graham had a few niggles from his 55 miler the
week before and opted to drop out here rather than push on and risk a niggle turning into an injury.
Leg 5 – The Lamb, Axbridge to the Queens Arms, Bleadon (8.4mi)
The next leg took us to Bleadon, the westernmost point on the trail and I found it much tougher. We
were now down to three and I was no match for Helen with her fresh legs and Clare with her running
super powers.
First on the menu was the climb up to Wavering Down and a slippery run round the side of Crook
Peak. There were some great views from up there and we really got a sense of how flat the whole
area is (apart from the parts we were running on).
We crossed the M5 at Loxton, a village at the foot of Loxton Hill which would be lovely were it not
for the incessant traffic noise from the motorway. There’s a long hill with a never-ending shallow
ascent out of the village and I found it difficult to keep up with the other two along here (my legs
were tired from a long run the weekend before). I was just thinking about making my excuses and
dropping out at the next pub when a bramble pulled an earring out of Helen’s ear. It took a few
minutes for Clare to find it which was enough time for me to eat a gel and recover my strength. At
the top of the hill there’s a short section of path which we’d have to return along later in the day:
this forms the neck of a loop with Bleadon at the far end of it. A quick road section followed and
then we were descending through a clay pigeon shooting field towards the Bleadon pub, our next
stop.
Leg 6 – Queens Arms,
Bleadon to the Swan,
Rowberrow (9.25mi)
Matt met us at the pub and
bought Helen and I pints of
coke from the bar to give us
a sugar and caffeine boost.
Unfortunately it was still
fizzy when we drank it so we
both had to walk and burp
rather than run up the steep
hill after the pub.

Historic Buildings of the Mendips....
the sign on the wall behind says
"The Site of Italian P.O.W. toilets
1941"

At the top of the hill we
made a slight detour to take
a look at “Gracelands II”, a
flashy mansion with a
wraparound drive and a
fountain out front a few
yards off the trail. We were
heading East now and were
soon back on the twicevisited path and then taking

a muddy track which led us back over the motorway. On our right we could see Wavering Down, the
hill we came over a few hours before.
This was a long leg and Matt
was waiting with more Coca
Cola and snacks at a lay-by on
the A371 which was just what
we needed to perk us up for
the last few miles. We may
have been close but we had
another long steady shallow
ascent to tackle before we got
to the end. I had found this
tough when I was recceing the
trail alone back in March
because it was dark by the
Graceands!!
time I’d got there and I’d been
feeling sick from too many gels. This time with Clare and Helen was a breeze by comparison. A little
further on I unfortunately made a slight navigational error and took Clare and Helen down the wrong
track into the village of Star. It only cut off a few hundred metres and, because we were within half a
mile of the end, we opted to carry on to the pub rather than retrace our steps up the hill to take the
correct route which would have included a bit more road.

Experience it for yourself….
The Butcombe Trail Ultramarathon will be taking place on 3 September but
there will be plenty of chances to explore the route before then. TACH will
be organising weekend recces over the next few months where members can
run sections of the route and test out the fare at the Butcombe pubs. Keep
an eye on Facebook for these.
We will need a handful of marshals on ultramarathon day to man food and
water checkpoints so keep the day free in your diary if you’re interested in
helping out.
Alternatively, if you’ve run a marathon since 1 Jan 2015 you are eligible to
enter instead – why not have a go? Entries will be open before the end of
March.

Antony Clark

